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More information :


	Text2: Exclusive gardian angel, everytime, everywhere, with you.
	text3: Imagine a personal application or device that make the link with your personal satellite...
	text5: Imagine you sell an exclusive space system for exclusive people, offering unique, personal services from space
	text1: Exclusive people may spend 10, 25, 100M€ for an exclusive service. This is enough to buy a space system.
	text4: Imagine all the services that such an exclusive system could offer. entertainment, health, security, tracking, communication...
	text6: 
	text7: Space systems and services for exclusive people
	text8: Space systems are today ordered and operated by companies or agencies. Although a Space new age is currently on going, this paradigm is still fundamental. At the same time, new space solutions are coming up with cubesats, shared launch, high tech electronics that actually lower the price of the ticket to space.Indeed this evolution has been considered by various SMEs and many startups are now created to take advantage of this new age.But in all this eco system, we never saw a business developped around exclusive services.
	text9: The challenge is to develop a concept where a space company offer an exclusive service to a very rich people. Basically the challenge needs to be developped in 2 folds.- First, define the type of services your company will offer. It could be entertainment (I can light my own star with a remote control), health (my vital parameters are always connected to my medic back office), security (I can alter immediatly if I need assistance), tracking (my personal GPS), communication (completely secured and personal)... - Second, define the business case. What asset or service you would sell, at which price, taking into account that there are more than 1500 people in the world with a >1B$ wealth, and more than 25000 with a >100M$ wealth.Don't forget that in a space system, there is the space segment (the satellite(s)) and the ground segment (the apps, the remote control, the network...)
	logo1: 
	text10: Didier.Alary@airbus.com


